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1. Editorial
Since the last Newsletter there has been a lot of activity and the club is now able to move forward again. There has
certainly been a lot of activity around the club of late, although more volunteers are still needed to help with the
necessary work on both aircraft and ground equipment. Now we can consolidate our efforts with all aspects of our
flying and rebuild our membership levels which have reduced due to the impact of the epidemic. What is especially
encouraging is the list of achievements and these are detailed below.
One piece of good news is that since we are officially a Community Amateur Sports Club (CASC), we are legally
permitted to continue to use ‘red’ diesel for our operations. This has meant that we have not needed to further
increase the launch fees to cover the additional cost of diesel taxes.
With the acquisition of the K13, G-DDUE (‘Dewey’) which replaces G-DDOX, the club’s fleet looks great and Alan and
his team are to be complimented on this. ‘Dewey’ is a beautiful aeroplane to fly - quiet with well-harmonised
controls. Alan’s article, below, on the history of ‘DOX’ is very comprehensive & interesting, It was quite a ‘Trigger’s
Broom’ of an aircraft!
It will soon be task week, first week in August, and Steve will be sending an Email about it to all members. Let’s all
make it a good one this year. Ron is organising some meals during the week and, hopefully, there will be some sort
of social event to round off the week.
After seeing the underside of the Club’s ‘Junior’ trailer, which was suffering major structural corrosion plus likely
electrical issues (now all sorted), all glider owners/syndicates are to be encouraged to inspect their trailers.
May I say ‘thank you’ to all who have contributed to this issue.

2. C.F.I’s Section
How wonderful it is to see the club returning to normal.
Please welcome Jeff Luck, Julian Bane & Paul Johnson to the instructor team. Julian & Jeff will be offering their
services on Saturdays & bring a wealth of experience to support Chris & Roger. With this now in place 2 trainee slots
have now been filled on Saturdays .
Achievements so far this year:
Sean Naisby - 100k part 1 & 2
Lewis Smith - Bronze + X/C Endorsement plus 50k Silver distance
Jasmine Day - 5 hr silver duration (in Olympia)
Paul Johnson - BI Rating
Rob Richards - 1st solo - our first ‘first solo’ since 2019.

Rob and Steve with ‘Dewey’ after Rob’s first solo
Julian has joined me in training/coaching Tim Williamson towards his Assistant Instructor Rating. This is ongoing &
Tim is progressing well.
As the soaring season is underway, we all get excited with the prospect of a good day. I wonder when travelling to
the club how many pilots are looking at the fields; what crops are being grown, how tall are they, what is the
condition of the ground & how easy it would be to identify from the air? It would be a great idea to carry out this
exercise. You might be surprised at what you see & you might well learn from it. Being prepared is always a good
thing.
Finally, here is a list of the Club’s Official Observers (OO’s) to advise & help with any claims. There is a protocol in
place, please ask if not sure:
S. JARVIS, R. HAYDEN, G. HAYES, R. GATE, J. YOUNG, R. EMMS, D. MANSFILD, M. MUIR, T. WALKER, J. BANE, R.
MORRISROE. We are always looking for more OO’s. Please help if you can (any of the above should be able to advise,
or you can research on the BGA website.

3. Two Slingsbys
After a lot of work by John Bennett (JB), the T49 Capstan BNR, owned by the T21 Syndicate, finally took to the air
again on Sunday 19th June in the capable hands of Julian Bane. When the aircraft was acquired from Bicester, Julian

told us that as the T21 Sedburgh is known as ‘The Barge’, this T49 is known as ‘Speedbarge One’, since this one is the
very first production aircraft. After Julian completed the test flight, all syndicate members present flew it and almost
every other club member present had a complimentary flight. It really is a ‘gentlemans’ conveyance’. It is understood
that Prince Philip flew in this aircraft.

First Flights of the T49 Capstan at Upwood

JB has unearthed some more information about the T21b DAR. Here is the email which he received from one Richard
Capper recently:
Introduction
I recently saw an old T21 in a local aviation museum. This brought back memories of RAF Sharjah during 1969-70, when
I was a member of the gliding club and learnt to fly in T21b 404.
I then wondered if this aircraft might still be around, so searched around the web and found that at some time it was
at the Nene Valley Gliding Club. An email enquiry was made, and it was confirmed to still be there but currently offsite for repairs following a heavy landing.
These are my memories of fifty-three years ago, flying 404 (now DAR) at RAF Sharjah.
Aircraft
Slingsby T21b, RAFGSA no 404: serial no SSK/FF1280 and BGA no 1965.
I remember people saying that it had arrived from Aden, like so much of the kit we had at Sharjah, which fits with other
information I have read.
Places
Most flying was done on a desert strip a mile or so outside RAF Sharjah. Looking at my logbook, I notice we also flew
at Juweiza, approx. 15miles east of Sharjah which involved transporting the aircraft via trailer.
Flights
Most flights were just up and down. Occasionally there would be a thermal, but my recorded times are only between
3 and 12 minutes duration, even shorter if we did a simulated cable-break. I remember we had to wear a parachute,
which probably acted mainly as a back rest; and anyway I don’t think any of us had been trained to use it.
Another memory is flying 404 back to RAF Sharjah and landing on the runway – it was evening and quite a sight when
the runway lights were switched on just for a small glider. The airfield at that time was a base for Shackletons, Andovers
and Wessex. Other aircraft around at the time were Argosy, AAC Alouette and I think Beaver, Britannia and Saudi
Lightnings as well as many visiting aircraft, including the Indian Air Force, using Sharjah as a staging post.

Launching
Launching was either by winch, mounted on the back of a truck, or auto-tow by a Ford pickup (called Scoopy or Snoopy)
both of which (I think) used a couple of thousand feet of cable.

.

4. My Five Hour ‘Silver’ Flight by Jasmine Day
With Jubilee weekend approaching I was keen to fly on Thursday rather than my usual Saturday. I had a quick look at
RASP on Wednesday to see what the weather was doing and saw that reasonably strong lift was forecast quite early
on and expected to continue throughout the day. Knowing that the Olympia was back online, I knew this could be a
good day to attempt my silver duration. I let the Oly group and instructors know of the planned attempt the night
before and made sure I got an early night in ready for the day.
I arrived in the morning to see John Bennett in the compound, Oly trailer already hitched to his van. The briefing
with Roger Emm’s started and the plan was to prioritise getting the field ready to send me off asap!
John B., Sean and Paul C. got the Oly rigged quickly, whilst Roger G. helped me with logging equipment. Peter V. and
Brian got the winch DI’d and let me know when it was ready to launch. I towed the Oly down the field, checking out
the sky and hoping I would get away before 12. I took 2 launches, both to about 750-800ft. The was very little
headwind and the Oly’s compromise hook doesn’t help with getting a high launch. Thus I knew I would need to find
something straight off the launch. With 12pm fast approaching, I said to Roger Gate ‘This is the last one’.
I managed to latch on to a thermal straight off the third launch and got away. The first hour was spent testing a few
thermals and just making sure I could easily keep the height once up there. Not long after hour one had passed, I felt
suddenly felt sick. I was about 4000ft up and knew I wouldn’t get down quick enough, so fiddling around in the
pocket trying to empty my lunch out of the bag, I couldn’t hold it in, so off came the soaring hat… I think I gave the
name ‘bucket hat’ a new meaning. Apart from the fact that it was more like a sieve than a bucket! Luckily, I had the

puppy training pad on the seat! Unfortunately, the hat had to go… so I flew over to some fields and had to chuck it
out of the window. I just hope it didn’t spoil someone’s Jubilee BBQ!
Once I was sick, I felt so much better, but the middle 3 hours were hard work, both mentally and physically. They
made me wish I had planned a task, but I was set on just trying to get the 5 hours done. I borrowed Roger Gates’
watch and I have never known time to go so slowly, when it felt like 20 minutes had passed it had only been 5! I was
quite cold at times. My legs were shivering quite a bit, my backside hurt, I somehow managed to just about stretch
my legs and sit up off the seat every now and again to stay comfortable. I never thought I would get bored with
flying, but staying local for that long really did take its toll! I spent a lot of time talking to myself to keep entertained.
Lots of gliders came through at one point, a couple of which were not local. They both came very close... possibly
checking out the vintage Olympia! I spent some time with the vario off to get used to feeling the thermals. I topped
out at 5500ft a couple of times, the lift was very strong and when I straightened up, I continued to get sucked into
the cloud so my airbrakes were out a few times.
After hour 3 hours I had my fingers crossed that the lift wouldn’t die off after being so close to the finish. I found
some strong energy lines near Yaxley, so I spent a good hour or so running up and down them to try and stay as high
as possible.
With about an hour to go, I was really starting to feel the need to land just out of boredom, but I was so close! I
decided to put some music on my phone and that perked me up, my mood completely changed with the music on, it
really helped.
Eventually, my reliable energy lines began to weaken and got too far away so I headed back towards the airfield. On
my way back I began losing height quite quickly with some heavy sink around. I was dreading thinking I would get 4
hours 59 minutes or something. I decided to aim for the solar panels which seemed to work well!
I checked the watch again and knew I was about there, but I needed to give myself a 15-minute safety barrier just to
be sure. I floated around the airfield singing away to myself and felt very proud that I made it through the gruelling 5
hours.
I saw the airfield had been packed away and could see John Bennett at the end waiting to retrieve me. I was
wondering if I would be able to get out of the glider after sitting down so long. I started my high key at 2000ft over
Great Raveley and had full airbrakes all the way to the normal circuit. The second landing was the best, but we were
down safely, both me and the glider! The total time was 5 hours 31 mins.
I am so glad I achieved the 5 hours, but I wouldn’t want to do it again, not unless I plan on going somewhere. A
couple of hours is enough local soaring for me!
A huge thanks again to all members who helped me on the day. I hope to achieve Silver Distance in the Oly as well,
which will mean all 3 elements to the badge achieved in the Olympia.

5. Lewis’ Cross Country
I set a task today of 217km, turn points being Upwood, Silverstone, Kettering, Upwood.
On Friday the forecast was looking good, and this was backed up by Aston Downs 15m competition task set.
Took an early launch, which was spot on all the way up, thanks Ben P, which gave me 1400ft to play with. Low down
the thermals were very rough and broken, but I managed to work one until it started to get steadier lift at around 46 up. Cloud base was just above 4000ft. I set off on the first leg, all looking good, with a steady climb down a super
cloud street, sitting at 75-80knts. I didn't lose any height until I got well the other side of Grafham water.... and then
it all disappeared!
The lift turned to huge sink, so I started scanning for fields just to be safe, and only found one within gliding range, so
I decided to stay around that area and scout for lift…., which did not happen! The field I chose was a nice brown
colour, with plenty of length, and the only field in the area which looked flat. After landing I found it to be very soft
and I stopped very quickly. I landed straight down a tramline to try and keep damage to the surface to a minimum.
The field did have a gradient. However, with the wind direction this was not an issue. The town nearest to the field
was called Caterton, the other side of Grafham Water, and there was a large farmers equipment auction in a
neighbouring field. - very friendly people!
After getting home, thanks to Tim for the retrieve, we looked at the trace, and found that from the time I left my
climb at 4K ft, it took just over 6 minutes until I touched down, sink rate in parts being 8.5 knots down!
It's all experience, and I would like to try this route again, so if anyone fancies pair flying this let me know! The worst
part about the whole experience was that the farmer gave me a lift to the track entrance, which was about 2 miles
long, and said the best place to wait is by the local pub, ‘The Racehorse’. Much to my disappointment it was closed!
I'll remember next time to phone ahead and book in for lunch!!
Thanks to Phil for getting the ground set up early, and everyone else for general stuff!

What a nice field, Lewis

6. G-DDOX Ka7/13 (Modified) – Her Life Story 1960-2021

As you might imagine, the aircraft we knew and loved as DOX ended her life as a somewhat different aircraft to that
which started life in 1960, built as a Ka7 Serial No 743. The fuselage has been replaced once and the wings twice in
her lifetime, the only remaining original parts being the fin, rudder and tailplane.
Very little is known about her first 17 years of operation under German ownership until she was imported into
England in November 1977 by the Southdown GC at Parham airfield in Sussex. At this time she had flown 5007
launches and 1535:19 hours, the average flight time of 18 minutes suggesting that most of her launches would have
been by aerotow.
I make no apologies for referring to the aircraft in the female gender for this article as that is the convention that I
have lived with ever since first becoming interested in aircraft many years ago.
On importing from Germany, the glider was assigned the BGA No of 2306 and her colour scheme was possibly a
yellow fuselage with white wings. It has not been possible to confirm whether or not a BGA trigraph was also
assigned at this time as references to DQX do not appear in her records until April 1995.
Ka7 No 743 entered service with Southdown GC in November 1977 and continued until January 1981 when she was
sold to East Sussex GC at Ringmer. During her 3 years’ service with Southdown GC she suffered 3 instances of
damage to her nose / front cockpit area at one incident per year, plus one wing tip damage in July 1979. A few (less
than 5%) of the 5178 launches with Southdown GC were recorded as aerotows, which is reflected in the annual flight
time averages of 6.3, 8.5 and 5.5 minutes for those 3 years.
In February 1981, a month after being purchased by East Sussex GC she suffered her first heavy landing resulting in
serious damage, necessitating extensive repairs to the fuselage front seat frame, longerons, stringers, seats and rear
rudder pedal. These repairs were carried out by Southdown Aero Services at Lasham. 3 years of incident-free service
followed until May 1984 when her second heavy landing caused damage to the fuselage frame under the front seat
again, only to be followed 4 months later by another one, damaging the front skid, its mountings and crossmember.
In February 1985 the fuselage was completely stripped and recovered after inspection of the tubular framework, the
repaint colour scheme was not stated in the Logbook but was later found to be yellow.
Ka7 No 743 was accumulating an average of 1392 launches per year of which 10% were aerotows, thus average flight
times varied from 6.8 to 11.9 minutes. These rates would continue until she was sold again in 1991.
From March 1985 to June 1987 her service was again incident-free until a major overhaul became necessary, carried
out by Humberside Aviation. Wings were stripped and rebuilt from tips to inboard of the airbrake boxes, water

ingress was found to have caused black rot and ply delamination in the areas of the ailerons, the fuselage was
stripped and repainted blue. 12 months later another colour change was recorded – this time the fuselage was
painted Volvo Red. A minor repair to the starboard wing aileron followed in July 1988.
1989 saw the glider undergoing more repairs to the fuselage in March – lower longerons bent back into line with
associated fabric repairs, then again in October, after another heavy landing damaged the main skid.
Service with East Sussex G.C. came to an end in September 1990, when a landing accident resulted in serious
damage to the fuselage, port wing tip, fin and tailplane. Part of the front cockpit had to be removed to extract the
pilot! The damage was too serious for East Sussex to continue with the glider, so it was declared beyond economical
repair. By this time Ka7 No 743 had completed 23,848 launches and 3785:29 hours flying.
The Scottish Gliding Union at Portmoak purchased the damaged aircraft in 1991 and set about completing a full
rebuild. The original Ka7 fuselage was discarded and replaced with a K13 fuselage, ex-BGA No 1833, built in 1973.
The rudder, fin, tailplane and elevators together with the ailerons were all undamaged so were re-used in the
rebuild. Repairs were necessary to the st’b’d wingtip where both spar booms, ribs and D box all received attention.
The ‘new’ fuselage was fully stripped and refinished prior to mating with the Ka7 wings using a new centre
connecting frame, built for the purpose. Ka13/7 Conversion 2306 finally re-entered service in April 1992, still with
Serial No 743 assigned to it.
Only 6 months passed before she was back in SGU’s workshop again, this time following a heavy landing caused by
the control column jamming – how this happened is not stated in the Logbook.
In February 1993 an error in the logbook occurred which has remained uncorrected ever since – 1000 launches were
lost in the annual flying summary calculation.
8 months later in October 1993 her tailplane was damaged in a landing incident when its tip caught on a fence post.
Spars, doublers, ply skins at trailing edge, elevator root D box and trim tab all required repair action. March 1994 saw
the main skid replaced again and the rudder needing repair.
In April 1995 the first mention of the BGA trigraph DQX occurs in the logbook when the letters were applied to the
fin and rudder. Research would be needed to ascertain when the BGA trigraph and its marking on fuselage sides
were introduced.
A new canopy was fitted in May 1996, damage to wing tip ribs repaired in May 1997, no events in 1998, 1999, 2000
or 2001. No flying entries for 2002 were made by SGU and the next occurs in April 2003 after the glider was
purchased by the Nene Valley Gliding Club.
During her 10 years’ service with the SGU DQX (as both a Ka7 and K7/13 conversion) flew 3234 launches and 1144
hours, averaging 323 launches and 114 hours per year, or 21 minutes per flight. This indicates that SGU launched
primarily by aerotow rather than winch, but there is no breakdown of launches by type in the Logbook.
Extensive repair and restoration work was required by NVGC inspectors to bring DQX back into an airworthy
condition. This work is detailed on a full A4 page of close typing – it must have taken several months to complete!
She commenced service with NVGC in April 2003, flew for the remainder of that year but then spent the next 2 years
out of service until January 2006.
The Logbook and Maintenance file are devoid of any details of what happened to DQX between the end of 2003 and
Jan 2006, other than by the end of January 2006 as a result of the hangar accident at NVGC (all the club’s aircraft
were damaged by a tractor), the fuselage had been repaired and recovered having been twisted and another pair of
K7 wings fitted to the fuselage, this time from K7 BGA No 3331 FKW, and a nosewheel was fitted. All this work was
carried out by East of England Sailplanes. She flew only 5 launches in Jan 2006 and was off-line again until June of
that year, this time for the remanufacture of the wing root extension frame as its holes were out of Schleicherspecified limits.
DQX was back in service for another 4 months until October 2006 when the canopy suffered a major crack in the
right-hand front area, which is still present today. At the Annual Inspection carried out during that winter-time the
fabric was completely removed from both wings and ailerons for internal structural inspection as the fabric was in
poor condition.

Photos show one of DQX’s wings stripped for refurbishing and the happy band of helpers working on it!
Repairs to the st’b’d wing D-box between ribs 13A to 16A were also carried out as were cracks in the airbrake box
corners before the wings were recovered.
Back in service again in April 2007 for the rest of the year with no further significant events, flying some 689
launches and 114 hours, averaging 10 minutes per flight. By this time the glider had been re-designated as a Ka7/13
(Modified).
Transition into the EASA Airworthiness System occurred in early 2008 with DQX being re-registered as G-DDOX
together with the introduction of ARCs, Inspection Reports, Worksheets etc. There followed several years of
relatively trouble-free service other than the rectification of minor items too numerous to warrant mentioning here.
The old green-type logbook was discontinued in May 2013 with the introduction of the EASA-compliant BGA
Logbook, and at this Annual Inspection both harnesses were renewed, and the tailplane repainted. By May 2014
DOX was showing signs of her service as a training workhorse for the club as the paintwork either side of the nose
had to be refinished, which happened again in 2020.
At the Structural Inspection carried out in May 2015 2 serious faults were found – a poor previous repair to the base
of the fin which was rectified in-house, and glue separation between the right-hand elevator trim tab hinge spar and
the top and bottom ply cappings. This was failure of Kaurite glue and necessitated repair by Dave Mason with
reports to the CTO of the BGA. When the fabric was removed glue failure of the elevator root rib was also detected,
necessitating repair. Elevator root ribs are today under a 500 launches / annual inspection requirement following
issue of an AD (Airworthiness Directive) by EASA.
The next notable event in DOX’s story was in June 2017 when a 270-degree ground loop occurred when a wingtip
touched a crop adjacent to the runway. Fortunately, the tail was high during the rotation and ‘G’ forces low, nothing
untoward was found at the subsequent inspection. 2 months later DOX suffered another heavy landing, this time
with significant sideslip to the left resulting in distortion of the fuselage forward of the wing roots and misalignment
of the canopy frame. Although no damage was detected around the wing-to-fuselage fixings it is possible that this
heavy landing may have contributed to the drag spar damage that was detected later on – see following paragraphs.
DOX re-entered service again in March 2018 following the straightening of the fuselage and refurbishment of the
instrument panels.
In May 2018 a repair was needed on the starboard wing 8th rib and adjacent trailing edge following a ground
handling incident, and in July the lower rudder bracket was found to be cracked and had to be replaced. In May of
the following year DOX suffered her last heavy landing, this time on the nose wheel following a PIO (Pilot-inducedoscillation) approach by the solo pilot. The nosewheel had been deflected upwards into the fuselage by about 3mm,
bending the adjacent longerons. Repairs were again carried out in-house and the glider returned to service in August
2019. No damage to the wing attachments was detected at this time.
DOX’s final Annual Inspection was commenced in April 2020 with much repainting and refurbishing of the fuselage,
particularly either side of the cockpit. However, COVID arrived and all maintenance work on the club fleet was put
on hold for the duration of the lockdowns and was focussed on other club aircraft when we eventually restarted.
Work on DOX was put on a low priority as by this time the need for a deep investigation into the port wing root had
been identified but had to be delayed due to other fleet priorities.

The investigation eventually got under way in November 2021 when the severe damage to the port wing drag spar
and adjacent structure was found which ultimately led to our decision to scrap the glider as being beyond economic
repair for the club. The photos below show some of the extensive damage to the drag spar and associated structure:

Following on from our decision to scrap DOX all re-usable parts have been salvaged from the aircraft and will be
retained for possible future use. The damaged wing was investigated further by cutting out a portion of the main
spar and destructively testing it for glue adhesion between the laminated timber layers, which proved that the
Kaurite glue was still doing its job, thankfully! This gives us the confidence that provided these 60-year-old wooden
gliders are properly looked after and kept dry, their structures will remain sound for some time to come.
Unfortunately, the club has not been able to sell off any major components, and the remainder of the glider awaits
final disposal.
A couple of comments and photos from club members who have flown DOX:
Romo’s grand-daughter Daisy was sent solo in DOX by her grandad:

Daisy said that she liked flying DOX more than any other K13 as “It felt like it seemed to know what to do”! Romo
also liked DOX more than any other K13 as the controls were better harmonised – perhaps by the K7 wings?
Victor Terry: “My first civilian gliding solo was in DOX, plus my first experience of soaring. I had never been taught to
thermal, but it was in DOX that I slowly started to figure it out and get right up to 5000-6000 feet on a spectacular
day. There was always something about it that I preferred to the other 13’s in the club - perhaps it was the wings”.
Echoes Romo’s comments!

I flew my oldest-ever passenger in DOX when Phyllis Ayres, aged 90 years, had her first flight in any aeroplane during
a Group Flying visit in 2006 which made the local paper:

The club has been fortunate in purchasing a very nice replacement for DOX in K13 G-DDUE (Dewey?), following her
refurbishment last year:

This glider is in great condition, flies well and should be popular amongst our members. DOX certainly had more than
her fair share of bumps and thumps during her lifetime so let’s all treat ‘Dewey’ with care so that she has a long
trouble-free life with NVGC.
DOX’s Flying Statistics

Period

HoursFlown

Avge FltTime
Minutes

Launches

From-To

Hours

19601977

Cumulative

Avge Flt Time
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Launches

As Ka7 Serial No 743 at club(s) in Germany
1535:19

5007

18.4

1535:19

5007

18.4

19771980

Southdown GC, Parham
579.31

5178

19811990

6.7

2114:50

12.4

23848

9.5

27082

10.9

27806

10.8

35723

10.4

East Sussex GC, Ringmer
1670:39

13663

7.3

3785:29

1991-

SGU Portmoak, Scotland

1992-

Aircraft converted to K13/7

2001

10185

1144:18

3234

2002

21.2

4929:47

Aircraft not flown

Nene Valley GC
2003

112:34

724

2004-5
2006-20

9.3

5042:21

Aircraft not flown
1181:51

7917

8.9

6224:12

7. ‘I Learned About Flying From That’ by John Bennett
The stories are a little bit hazy, although I still wake up in a cold sweat some nights remembering a very hazy day on
the top of the Mendips. I had set off trying for the five-hour bit of the Silver C, armed with a pack of sandwiches.
That is how confident I was in my youth. The ridge was stonking, but the cloud was low, and nobody had told me
how the rising air in the lift could remain clear having locally pushed the cloud base up.
My inaccurate flying soon had me in that cloud. I had read all about instrument flying with only a T&S, variometer
and ASI, but there seemed to be a gap between theory and practice. I did, however, remember the vast open plain
of Somerset to the West and decided that was the best bet. Unfortunately, I broke cloud in rather a vicious
downward spiral (it must have been a negative thermal, something else my instructor had failed to warn me about).
I saw a gully going back up the hill and foolishly followed it. I can still see the size of those boulders, as big as houses
they were. As I was trying to wend my way between them, I slowly realised I had more knots on the clock than Mr.
Slingsby had intended for the best glide angle.
It is like money in the bank, although at a very poor rate of interest. I managed to trade it for some height and came
out of the gloom into the less gloom and plonked the aeroplane on to the grass bit that my Guardian Angel had
provided at the top of the hill.
I sat there for fifteen minutes before a Bedford 15cwt emerged out of the mist. Those sandwiches came in very
useful to stop my teeth chattering, although it was not the cold that made them chatter.
I had arrived back at Halesland, I later found out, where the cloud had also arrived and stayed for the rest of the day.
I should have learned a little more about flying from that.
On another occasion my logbook shows 5,700 feet in 3 hours 33mins in wave on 09/09/1962 in Sedbergh XN151. But
I will admit that I must have just been sucked up in uncontrolled flight.
Less terrifying memories are of the little pub in Banwell that we used to call in on the way back to Locking. The
Landlord would only serve us with a maximum of two pints each of his Scrumpy at, I think, 8 big pennies a pint.
Somewhere I have a picture of a Wild winch hooked up to a 1-ton Austin in the car park of the George Hotel at
Cheddar. I had volunteered to take it back to Locking for some reason; we must have got thirsty on the way back.
But perhaps I did learn something about flying after all.
Cadet Corporal John Bennett, Staff Cadet

8. Slippery Fingers by Nigel Bing
It was a normal flying day initially but later, sitting by the caravan waiting to fly, the sun came out at full strength.
Seemed like a good idea to slap on some sunscreen, so I popped over to my car and duly applied a good amount to
face and arms. Just then my glider became available with a cable so strapped in and launched. All normal till I tried
to release at top of launch when my fingers slipped off the release. Second attempt fine so no big deal,
HOWEVER, if I had had a wing drop on launch, a second attempt to release could have been too late, there are no
second chances in this scenario.
Moral, make sure your hands are dry, i.e. not sweaty or oily before launch. In summer I prefer a golfing glove - it's
light, tactile and non slip, although may seem a bit poncy, and in colder weather I prefer a flying glove, still tactile,
non-slip, and warm.

9. Odds and Ends

As recounted to several members last week, I heard a story which I would like to share. Apparently just after WW2,
the RAF decided that a Lancaster should be put on display as a ‘gate guardian’ at RAF Scampton - the home of the
Dam Busters. A Lancaster was placed there together with two large bomb casings to show the type of weapons
these aeroplanes could carry. One of the bombs was a 10-ton Grand Slam.
In 1958 it was required that the aircraft be moved to enable some road widening to take place, and the Lanc was
towed into a new position. A normal crane was brought to move the bombs, but when it tried to lift the Grand Slam,
it failed to do so. Someone observed that it might have been filled with concrete, but the Station Armourer had a
‘horrible thought’. He scraped some paint away, removed a plug and discovered that the huge bomb was still filled
with 8 tons of Torpex very-high-explosive.
A huge crane was acquired with a big low-loader truck, onto which the Grand Slam was very gently placed. It was
driven at 15 mph to Shoeburyness in Essex where it was blown up.
Whilst not armed, it is believed that a lightning strike could have detonated it, with considerable effect on the
surrounding area!
*************************
The ATC Caravan needs external painting. Volunteers, please. Those able to help should contact Roger Peacock.
*************************
We sometimes talk about the failure of pilots to lower the undercarriage before touching down.
I was reminded of an incident which took place in the 1960’s. The U.S. airline Braniff had taken delivery of some
British BAC 1-11 twin-engined airliners. These still had a Flight Engineer who sat sideways behind the pilot seats. One
morning, a 1-11 was on its take-off roll and a very grumpy-sounding First Officer stated ‘V1’. The Captain said ‘Cheer
up’, to which the Flight Engineer said ‘Gear up’ and retracted the undercarriage. As the aeroplane was immediately
rotated there was a loud scraping noise from the fuselage/ground contact.
Operating procedures were then changed to forbid any inter-crew conversation during take-off except for that
needed for doing so.

